Treatment of rapidly growing K-BALB and CT26 mouse tumours using Semliki Forest virus and its derived vector.
To assess the potential of immune stimulation in combination with apoptosis induction by Semliki Forest virus (SFV) and its derived vector for tumour treatment, we have utilized the poorly immunogenic and rapidly growing K-BALB and CT26 murine tumour models. Both cell lines underwent apoptosis and expressed viral antigen when infected with the SFV4 strain of SFV, or recombinant SFV (rSFV) virus-like particles (VLPs) encoding the p62-6k viral structural proteins. VLPs were used to immunize groups of BALB/c and BALB/c nu/nu mice prior to subcutaneous tumour induction and treatment. Direct intratumoral injection of VLPs or SFV4 resulted in an immediate and intense inflammatory reaction in immunized groups that was not observed in naive groups until day 5 of treatment, and was not observed in nu/nu groups. A significantly higher level of tumour growth inhibition was observed in immunocompetent groups than in athymic mice. For K-BALB tumours, SFV4 treated groups showed greater inhibition than that observed in VLP-treated groups, with immunization prior to treatment enhancing the overall antitumour effect and immune response. No significant difference was observed in CT26 tumours between VLP and SFV4-treated groups, but prior immunization considerably enhanced the antitumoural response. It is concluded that use of the inherent apoptosis-inducing capability of SFV or its vector, by perfusion in combination with immune stimulation, may have potential for the treatment of rapidly growing tumours.